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Abstract. The specification of building material is required in multiple phases of
engineering and construction projects towards holistic BIM implementations.
Building material information plays a vital role in design decisions by enabling
different simulation processes, such as energy, acoustic, lighting, etc. Utilization
and sharing of building material information between stakeholders are some of
the major influencing factors on the practical implementation of the BIM process.
Different meta-data schemas (e.g. IFC) are usually available to represent and
share material information amongst partners involved in a construction project.
However, these schemas have their own constraints to enable efficient data
sharing amongst stakeholders. This paper explains these constraints and proposes
a methodological approach for the representation of material data using semantic
web concepts aiming to support the sharing of BIM data and interoperability
enhancements in collaboration workflows. As a result, the DICBM
(https://w3id.org/digitalconstruction/BuildingMaterials)
ontology
was
developed which improves the management of building material information in
the BIM-based collaboration process.
Keywords: BIM, Building Material Ontology, IFC, Linked Data, Data sharing.

1

Introduction and Background

Over the last two decades, the advancement in Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) improved the processing and management of information in the
Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) industries, specifically by adopting
Building Information Modeling (BIM) concepts. However, the identification of critical
information, its management along with the efficient collaboration, and communication
between the participants in the project are some barriers in the traditional building
construction process [1, 2]. Research work by L.M. Camarinha-Matos et al (2007)
discussed that Collaborative Networks (CNs) can play a key role in effective knowledge
management, and collaboration between teams involved in a project [3]. The different
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classification of CNs are well described e.g. in research work carried by CamarinhaMatos et al. in (2005), (2010) [4, 5]. The usage of CNs spread to several industries and
gained benefits from it.
In recent years, the AEC industry got motivated to use CNs in the project life cycle.
As a result, numerous commercial collaboration platforms became available, e.g.
BIMCollab1, BIMcloud2, A3603, just to name a few. However, most of these tools
utilize proprietary formats for data representation and thus lack in effective integration
of Common Data Environments (CDE) [6]. Also, there are still challenges in terms of
information sharing and management between the actors in heterogeneous
environments [7]. The desire to overcome these challenges gained interest in the
BIM4EEB4 EU project. The project aims to develop (i) a BIM collaborative
environment called BIM Management System (BIMMS 5) with an integrated CDE and
web applications and (ii) a linked building data modeling and sharing framework for
interoperable communication and data exchange amongst all actors involved in the
renovation process. The work presented in this paper focuses on the latter topic namely
at ontology models for building material information.
To specify the scope of collaboration activities in AEC researchers of the BIM4EEB
project identified approximately 23 stakeholders and close to 200 distinct collaboration
scenarios undertaken by the stakeholders in six life cycle stages of a building under
renovation [8]. Such a complex collaboration network needs access to all information
about the building for each specific activity handled by the stakeholders in flexible,
interoperable formats. Information about building materials is one of the important
aspects to manage a building holistically and in a sustainable way over all phases of its
building life cycle. The assignment of material specifications to building elements and
sharing these details between stakeholders involved is a decisive task and influences a
project to a great extent. This information associated with different layers of building
elements is necessary to perform energy, acoustic, lighting, etc. simulations at different
stages of the project. Development and analysis of engineering models of a building
from its early stages onwards enable performance evaluations and support informed
design decisions based on optimization [9-11]. The efficient data transfer from BIM to
analytical models considerably increases the efficiency and reduces the inconsistencies,
efforts, and time [12]. Based on previous research on the persistent challenges for data
sharing [9], [13-16], this paper introduces a semantic data model to represent building
material information in the conversion process of BIM models to analytical models
(e.g. Building Energy Model (BEM), Structural Model, MEP Model, etc.). Also, it
explores different complexities in present data schemas and explains different
constraints imposed by this.
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https://www.bimcollab.com/
https://graphisoft.com/support/system_requirements/AC21/bimcloud/
3 https://a360.autodesk.com/
4 https://www.bim4eeb-project.eu/
5 https://bim4eeb.oneteam.it/BIMMS/Default.aspx#
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1.1

Building Information Modeling for collaboration

Building Information Modeling (BIM) has gained major attention in the AEC industry.
The acronym BIM has several definitions developed by the scientific community [1718] and is supported by multiple standards [19-21]. However, the common idea of BIM
is to represent built assets in a digital format based on reliable, coordinated, and
appropriate information throughout the building life cycle. Coordinated information
models generated from the BIM process can enable stakeholders to use project
information consistently and reliably over different project scopes [22].
The development of the schema of the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC),
standardized by ISO 16739 [23], became a major openBIM data model. The IFC allows
various actors involved in the project life cycle to represent BIM data uniformly. Apart
from the development of BIM models’ geometry, the effective usage of it across the
different disciplines is still a challenge. The major reason is due to a lack of a
collaborative environment and interoperability between the heterogeneous BIM tools.
The desire to overcome these constraints gained attention to develop BIM-based
collaborative spaces called Common Data Environment (CDE) and the use of semantic
web technologies.
In such collaborative systems, IFC has been used for model-based collaboration [24].
However, recent research [25, 26] comprehensively explains the constraints of the IFC
schema corresponding to extendibility, querying, reasoning, and interoperability. Most
of these limitations can be overcome by adopting semantic web technologies.
1.2

Information management in AEC using semantic web technologies

The term Semantic Web (SW) was introduced by Tim Berners-Lee in (2001) [27]. The
introduction of SW standards allows us to publish data on the web but this data was
never linked. By considering this problem, Tim Berners-Lee introduced the Linked
Data6 concept in 2006, to link information across domains. Apart from the technical
evaluation of Semantic Web and Linked Data, the need has increased for shared
semantics and a web of data and information derived from it [28].
For example, collaborative networks “consist of a variety of entities that are largely
autonomous, geographically distributed, and heterogeneous in terms of their operating
environment” [29]. Such systems require the adoption of ontologies for the integration
of data sets and knowledge representation.
Early research efforts [30-33] using ontologies in CNs, created an interest in the
AEC industry to use ontologies. Meanwhile, several research efforts [34-38] were
carried out in the Architecture, Engineering, Construction, and Facilities Management
(AEC/FM) sectors to improve the availability of building data by using Semantic Web
technologies and Linked Data approach. The main goal of using SW technologies and
the Linked Data approach is to achieve data universality and interlinking of data from
different sources. Additionally, the concept of the semantic web enables greater
extensibility of information and knowledge modeling according to the domain
requirements.
6

https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData
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2

DICBM: Digital Construction Building Material Ontology

2.1

Building Material Data in IFC

The open meta data model IFC is considered as a reference model for material data. In
the IFC-based, openBIM meta-data model entities are related to their resources using
the concept of objectified relationships. Material specifications of building elements
are defined as a resource in the IFC- schema. They are related to respective building
elements through the objectified relationship called ‘IfcRelAssociatesMaterial’. Research from [34] proposes a translation of the EXPRESS schema to ifcOWL, i.e. an
ontological representation of IFC aiming to achieve improved functionalities and benefitting from linked data concepts. In this case, modeling of material and assignment to
building elements uses a similar method, but modeling languages are different. Limitations in terms of extendibility, reasoning, vocabulary, and inference are distinct [39].
To address these issues, various approaches were proposed to reduce these
limitations of ifcOWL and to simplify the ontological representation. Some of them are
simpleBIM [36], ifcWOD [39], and BimSPARQL [40]. The above-introduced
approaches (ifcWOD, simpleBIM, BimSPARQL) have the potential to improve the
execution of queries. But for real industrial applications, it is necessary to go with a
more generic approach using modular ontologies and RDF graphs [26]. The Digital
Construction Building Material (DICBM) ontology proposed in this paper is a modular
ontology and represents material data effectively.
2.2

Overview of the building material ontology

DICBM contains the required set of terminological axioms and vocabulary to represent
construction details and material data along with the analytical parameters for building
elements.
Fig. 1 provides an overview of classes and object properties defined in DICBM. The
prefix and namespace used to refer the material ontology shown below.
@PREFIX dicbm: <https://w3id.org/digitalconstruction/BuildingMaterials#>.

Fig. 1. Overview of Building Material Ontology
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2.3

Integration of external ontology concepts and roles

The concept of integration of external ontologies is a process of adoption of other
ontologies or ontology concepts within the development of new ontologies [41]. In
DICBM, this integration process is carried out for the representation of material
definition concepts, properties, and its units. Some information about objects and
parameters are already modeled in existing AEC-domain specific or generic ontologies.
Instead of redefining these concepts in DICBM, the classes and object properties
from the existing ontologies BOT [35], OPM [37], and QUDT7 are adopted. This will
also allow for alignment between different ontologies, domains and enable extended
modelling capabilities and usage of DICBM. The Class bot:Element is defined in the
DICBM ontology to represent a different kind of building element designed and
managed by stakeholders from different engineering disciplines. Similarly, the class
bot:Zone is used to represent the spatial elements designed by architects, used by
tenants, and managed by the owners of the building. The Object Property (OP)
bot:adjacentElement [35] is used to link the spatial elements with an element that shares
part of its boundary.
The Class opm:Property [37] is defined to describe the properties of an object in
DICBM. The object property opm:hasProperty [37] is used in DICBM to maintain
properties of the object. This property is treated as the main object property and all
other defined properties in DICBM are considered as sub-properties of
opm:hasProperty. Thus, descriptive information which satisfies the information
requirements of different collaborators can be easily linked to building elements and
zones. Examples are technical properties, prices, comfort parameters, etc. The class
qudt:Unit is integrated with DICBM to represent the unit for the material properties and
object properties. The OP qudt:Unit is used to enable a relationship between qudt:Unit
and the properties of an element.
2.4

Material Definition

The material data needs to be assigned to building elements on different levels [23].
For example, in IFC material properties are assigned to layer, profile, and constituent.
This feature is defined explicitly by grouping using the concept called
MaterialDefinition in DICBM. A concept to represent material related information that
has material related properties is dicbm:MaterialDefinition. Material Definition closely
represents the entity IfcMaterialDefinition in IFC. The dicbm:MaterialDefinition has
six subclasses, which are dicbm:LayerSet, dicbm:ConstituentSet, dicbm:ProfileSet,
dicbm:Layer, dicbm:Constituent, and dicbm:Profile.
Building elements (e.g. wall, roof, etc.) may consist of one or more layers. These
layers’ information for a specific building element is grouped using the LayerSet
concept of the IFC schema. This grouping mechanism automatically separates the
repetitive definition of similar layer information in different parts. Furthermore, the
concept of LayerSet enables the definition of one single set for a distinct layer to n
7
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number of walls (or other elements) based on its category. Additionally, the relative
positioning of individual layers can be expressed. The object property
dicbm:hasLayerSet is used to link the element with its layer set. The range of the Object
Property (OP) dicbm:hasLayerSet is defined explicitly as dicbm:LayerSet.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of layer association with its element

The dicbm:Layer is the concept to represent a layer of an element. A layer may be
inner or outer layer of a building element based on its placement in the structure. To
distinguish between the inner and outer layer of the element, OP dicbm:InnerLayer,
dicbm:OuterLayer is used to link the source nodes of the element, layer set, and layer.
The property chain axioms are defined for dicbm:hasLayer to assign the layer to the
element. The range of the dicbm:hasLayer is dicbm:Layer. The property axiom of
dicbm:hasLayer is shown in the Fig. 2.
The order and position of layers in the building element is also considered in
DICBM. The role called adjacent layer is introduced, which relates layers to each other.
This role was inspired by an object property adjacent element in the BOT [35] ontology.
Fig. 2 shows the link between (building) elements, layer set, and constituent layers.
The OP dicbm:adjacentLayer is a symmetric property. To define the layer
arrangement explicitly, layer position is described by linking with its adjacent elements.
The OP dicbm:adjacentElementLayer links topological elements to the element layer
sharing its boundary. The outer layer of the wall is explicitly defined by using the
property chain axioms. The dicbm:OuterLayer is the OP to link a building element to
its outer layer.
2.5

Material, Material Type, and Material Property

The dicbm:Material is a concept to represent the material. Material type, associated
products, properties exist in the context of material data. Material is linked with its
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objects using the role dicbm:hasMaterial. For example, the material of the layer is
described as dicbm:hasMaterial(dicbm:Layer, dicbm:Material) by using functional
syntax. A dicbm:hasMaterial is an owl:ObjectProperty and range is the concept
dicbm:Material.
Material property is a characteristic of a material. It holds the data related to different
properties of a material. A class dicbm:MaterialProperty is defined in the DICBM
ontology and it is considered as a subclass of opm:Property. This concept represents a
characteristic of a material.
2.6

Data Properties in DICBM

Data property dicbm:Name is modeled in DICBM to represent the name of objects and
material properties. The dicbm:hasRerence is a data property used to link property with
its source. Fig. 3 shows the data properties defined in the DICBM ontology. Value
describes the simple, defined, or measured quantity of the property of an object.
Stakeholders involved in data acquisition (e.g. surveyors) create measured values
and model creation before a renovation starts. Defined values are used by stakeholders
from the engineering disciplines. The definition is the outcome of dimensioning
activities for which simulations are heavily used. Defined values are used by engineers
employed by construction companies. Estimated values are used by quantity surveyors
before the procurement activities will be completed.

Fig. 3. Data properties in the ontology schema

As one can see, the proposed ontology supports effective data sharing in
collaborative networks in the AEC-domain during renovation activities, since property
values can be clearly distinguished according to authenticated sources, calculated
values, and values from measurement processes.
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3

Conclusions

Building material data are important information for the performance evaluation of
buildings, including energy simulations, environmental impact studies, structural
analysis, or the dimensioning of building elements [42]. Numerous stakeholders must
share their expertise during this evaluation process since it is necessary to evaluate
building performance holistically, i.e. from a societal, economic, and ecological
perspective. In order to support seamless, effective information sharing between
different digital building models created by different experts, it is necessary to capture
material information of building elements in a generic, easily accessible, transparent,
and flexible way. Re-formatting of data, labour-intensive search, and selection
activities must be eliminated.
Thus, the Linked Data concept in combination with semantic modelling is one
possible solution to address these requirements. Therefore, the authors presented in this
paper a semantic model that can capture building material specifications and link those
to building elements (layers) and additionally link building elements to zones, which
are finally occupied by tenants. The material information data specified and stored
using DICBM can be linked to different models within a Common Data Environment.
DICBM can be used in combination with a further product, quantity, and propertyrelated information. Therefore, the authors argue that the proposed approach has the
potential to become an enabling technology to support collaborative networks in the
AEC&FM-sector.
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